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Abstract
Background/Objectives: This article proposes a new noise estimation method which is based on mean and median
statistical tools. In this article, the proposed method i.e., Mean-Median based noise estimation method have applied in the
spectral subtraction method for speech enhancement technique. Methods/Statistical Analysis: The MATLAB/SIMULINK
platform is used for simulating the simulation model of proposed technique. For performance evaluation of proposed noise
estimation, Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) Score and Simulation time are chosen. Different noisy speech
signal and clean speech signal have taken as input signal for proposed model and for finding PESQ score, respectively.
Findings: The advantage of our proposed noise estimation method, it does not require signal to noise ratio, Voice Activity
Detector, or histograms. This paper is carried comparison results with Modified Cascaded Median (MCM) based noise
estimation method and also simulation time for different corrupted speech files. Application/Improvements: As per
expected, proposed technique is given better speech quality signal (in PESQ scores). As compare to MCM based technique,
it takes less simulation time and also no memory storage requirement.

Keywords: Mean-Median based Noise Estimation Method, Modified Cascaded Median based Noise Estimation, Spectral
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1. Introduction

In the application of speech processing, several systems
such as mobile communication, multiparty teleconferencing and audio controlled systems are involved. Due to
effect of different background noises present in our living
environment, these systems are required effective techniques for recovering the desired speech signals. Speech
enhancement is the plausible techniques in the field of
speech processing for enhancing the noisy speech signals.
Noise estimation and speech estimation are two major
parts of that technique which are taken to improve the
perceptual aspects of degraded speech signals. To obtain
only the speech data from degraded speech signal, the first
requirement is to separate out the noise using noise estimation method then recover the speech data from noisy
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speech signal with the help of estimated noise through
speech estimation method.
Various speech estimation methods such as Spectral
Subtraction (SS)1,2, Minimum Mean Square Error Short
Time Spectral Amplitude (MMSE STSA)3, Wiener filtering4 etc., have been investigated in different research
articles. In these methods, spectral subtraction has received
a lot of attention from researchers toward the development of effective enhancement techniques. Particularly,
in single channel speech enhancement techniques, spectral subtraction (it is categories of frequency domain speech
enhancement technique) is frequently used for obtaining
real speech data by subtracting the estimated noise from
noisy speech signals.
Different noise estimation methods have been made
for speech enhancement techniques but most of the time,
noise estimation method have used ‘Voice Activity Detector
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(VAD)’ in case of single channel speech enhancement
technique or ‘reference signal’(it is recorded by additional
microphone in noisy environment) in case dual channel speech enhancement techniques. For tracking of the
noise, VAD use to detect the speech absence period. But
it does not detect silence period for low Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR) noisy speech signal and also long speech segments. In dual channel speech enhancement techniques,
for obtaining original speech signal, one additional microphone is needed for separate recording of background
noises. If recorded noisy speech signal and noise are independent to each other than noise can’t be separate from
noisy speech signal using additional microphone.
In recent few decades, statistical based noise estimation
methods are frequently applied to estimate the noise from
noisy speech signal. It does not need VAD, prior knowledge
of noise type and SNR. For an effective speech enhancement technique, noise can be estimated by effective noise
estimation method. Several statistical based noise estimation methods5–9 are reported by different researcher for
speech enhancement techniques. In minimum statistics
algorithm5, the minimum of magnitude spectra of past few
segment of noisy speech spectrum have taken for finding
the noise spectrum of present segment. Minimum statistics algorithm fails, when amplitude of noise is equal to the
minimum value of desired speech signal (original speech
signal). In6, authors have observed that the 80–90% of total
speech segments are noise spectra (low energy frames)
and rest of frames are voiced speech spectra (high energy
frames) in particular frequency bines. On the basis of this
observation, quantile-based noise estimation method is
used certain quantile values histogram of previous frame of
noisy speech signals for selecting the noise spectrum. Due
to use of sorting operation, it requires more calculation for
finding samples of noise estimation at individual quantile
values. In7, author used 0.5 quantile i.e., median in cascaded connection and proposed Cascaded Median (CM)
based noise estimation method which carries computation
complexity. But it requires memory for storing the medians
of noisy spectrum. In Dynamic Quantile Tracking (DQT)
based noise estimation8, noise spectrum get without sorting operation and storage requirement, in8 did not more
attention regarding speech quality. In speech enhancement
techniques, principally we should focus on speech quality
with affecting the speech intelligibly. In9, Modified Cascaded
Median (MCM) based noise estimation is reported. It needs
less memory storage as well as gives superior speech quality
compared to CM-based noise estimation.
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In this article proposed a noise estimation method
which is constructed with Mean and Median statistical
tool. The Mean-Median (MM) based noise estimation
method does not require any addition microphone for
use of references signal and also does not use voice activity detector. It gives better simulated result in terms of
simulation time and PESQ score. Performance of mean
median based noise estimation is better in speech quality with less simulation time and without memory storage
requirement.
Current article is organized as follows. In Section 2,
describe about spectral subtraction with block diagram of
speech enhancement technique. The description of proposed noise estimation method is present in Section 3.
The result part of this article shows in Section 4. In the
end, Section 5 concludes the whole article.

2. Spectral Subtraction
Spectral subtraction method is easy used to implement in
the application of speech enhancement techniques. It is
used to recover the real speech data from recorded speech
data (degraded speech signal) which is recorded through
only single channel microphone in noisy environment.
The block diagram of speech enhancement technique
using spectral subtraction is shown in Figure 1.
In spectral subtraction, the original speech signal
is obtained just by subtracting the obtained noise from
observed speech signal in the frequency domain and noise
is estimated from our proposed or existing noise estimation method. Assume an observed speech signal d(n)
which is mixed of speech signal c(n) and background noise
u(n). Also assume that c(n)and u(n) are u
 n-correlated.
d (n ) = c ( n ) + u ( n ) 

Figure 1.
technique.

(1)

Block diagram of speech enhancement
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where ‘n’ is the discrete time index. d(n) Passes through
Short Time Fourier transform (STFT), after this process
we find the noisy speech spectrum and also Equation (1)
can be written as
Di ( k ) = Ci ( k ) + U i ( k ) 

(2)

where Ci ( k ) , Di ( k ) and U i ( k ) denote spectrum of
speech signal, observed speech signal and unwanted
noise, respectively. Di ( k ) can decompose into magnitude
Di ( k ) and phase noisy spectrum j d ( k ) as Equation (3)
shows.

(

)

Di ( k ) = Di ( k ) e

jj d (k )



(3)

Noise spectrum U i ( k ) is obtained from the magnitude
spectrum of observed speech signal by proposed noise estimation method. The obtained noise spectrum is updated
during the periods on or after the frames, when the speech
signal is available or absent in noisy (observed) spectrum.
For calculating the enhanced magnitude spectrum,

C i ( k ) according to the generalized expression (which is
showed in equation ‘4’) of spectral subtraction, we subtract
U i ( k ) from Di ( k ) .
1

 i (k) |= b1/ yU (k), if | D (k) |< (a + b) y U (k) 
|C
i
i
i
y

(4)

y 1/ y

[| Di (k)| −a(U i (k))) ] , otherwise

where y, b and a express exponent factor, spectral floor
and over subtraction factor, respectively. The angle of
observed spectrum j d ( k ) does not disturb the quality
and intelligibility of the speech signal. To re-construct
of enhanced signal ĉ(n)into time domain, we passed the
enhanced spectrum Y i ( k ) through Inverse Short Time
Fourier Transform (ISTFT) method.

3. Proposed Noise Estimation and
Compare with Existing Noise
Estimation Method
Noise estimation which is name as Mean-Median (MM)
based noise estimation, we are required only magnitude of segmented noisy speech spectrum for estimating
the noise spectrum. It constructs of two basic statistical tools – mean and median, that are used for finding
the threshold level of noise spectrum from noisy speech
spectrum. The block diagram of MM-based noise estimation is shown in Figure 2. Basically, in this method first
we separate the input spectrum (magnitude of segmented
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Figure 2. Block diagram of proposed noise estimation.

noisy speech spectrum) into sub frame, after that we have
taken the square power of each sample value within sub
frame. As compare to magnitude value, the squared
value is more help for comparing the accurate differences
between speech signal and noise. The median and maximum value of obtained squared value (power of sample
value) is calculated within the sub frame. These median
and maximum values are contributed for finding the
threshold value by the mean of that median and maximum
value (average of median value and maximum value). We
compared the threshold value from noisy speech spectrum within sub frame, if the threshold value is greater
than noisy spectrum then these noisy speech spectrum is
consider as noise spectrum i.e., in noisy speech spectrum,
speech is absent (only noise is present in noisy spectrum)
within sub frame. If noisy spectrum is greater than
threshold value then noise spectrum is threshold value.
We can also conclude that the minimum value of threshold value and noisy speech spectrum within sub frame is
considered as a noise spectrum for that sub frame. Here,
we are using the magnitude spectral subtraction method
for separating the speech signal from noisy speech signal. The obtained noise spectrum in power, it convert into
magnitude form, we takes the square root of that obtained
noise spectrum. The MM-based noise estimation method
does not need memory storage requirement for finding
noise spectrum. It implements with less complexity and
less sorting operation.
In9, author shows that modified cascaded median
based noise estimation method require R × f + (S − 1) × R
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4. Results
In this section it has evaluated the performance
of Mean-Median based noise estimation method
in simulation results which has obtained through
MATLAB10–13/SIMULINK platform. Simulation results
(enhanced speech signals) are obtained from Simulink
model of speech enhancement14–16 using proposed noise
estimation (Mean Median based noise estimation) and
also existing noise estimation method (MCM-based
noise estimation). The obtained enhanced speech signals
are used for finding the PESQ (Perceptual Evaluation of
Speech Quality) Score of that enhanced speech file by
help of original speech file. SpEAR (Speech Enhancement
Assessment Resource) database17 is taken for input speech
signal (noisy speech signal) in our experiment. Before
start our experiment, we have set the parameters values
in Simulink model of each section according to Table 1.

The performance of proposed noise estimation method
have evaluated using simulation results in terms of
PESQ Score18 and also compared the results of MCMbased noise estimation method. For testing of mean
median based noise estimation, we have chosen nine
noisy speech file which have different in Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR). First we enhanced the noisy speech sig-
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Figure 3. Comparison of Simulation results (PESQ Score
Vs SNR); SSMM – Spectral Subtraction using Mean Median
based noise estimation and SSMCM – Spectral Subtraction
using Modified Cascaded Median based noise estimation.

Table 2. Average simulation time for MCM-based
noise estimation and MM- based noise estimation

Name of parameters and its values
Name of Parameters

values

Sampling Frequency (Hz)

16000

Frame Size (in samples)

256

Sub-frame Size (in samples)
( for noise estimation )

16

Overlap (%)

50

Exponent factor

1.0

Subtraction Factor

2.5

Spectral Floor Factor

0.002
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6

S NR (dB )

4.1 Simulation Results

Table 1.

nal through simulation model of speech enhancement
technique using proposed and existing noise estimation
method, than find the PESQ Score of each enhanced
speech signals by help of clean speech signal which are
taken from SpEAR database. Figure 3 shows the plot
of simulation results (PESQ Score Vs SNR) for noisy
speech signal, existing noise estimation (MCM-based
noise estimation) and proposed noise estimation method
(MM-based noise estimation). It observed that from
Figure 3, the PESQ Score lines for both proposed and
existing noise estimation methods are almost overlapped
to each other; the PESQ Score line of enhanced speech
signal are far from PESQ Score line of noisy speech signal. We conclude that the speech quality of enhanced
speech signals for MM-based noise estimation is better and as compared with speech quality of enhanced

PESQ Score

samples memory storages (S = total number of stages,
R = number of frames in single stage, f = number of samples in
a frame), it reduces the storage R × (S – 1) × (f – 1) samples
as compared with original cascaded median based noise
estimation method. Mean-Median based noise estimation
method doesn’t require memory storage; this is one of the
best advantages of proposed noise estimation method.

Sl
No.

1
2
3

Name of
speech file

Avg. Simulation
Avg. Simulation
time
time
(MM- based
(MCM-based
No. of
Noise
Noise Estimation)
frame
Estimation)
Total
Total
Time per
Time per
time
time
frame(ms)
frame(ms)
(sec)
(sec)

Vega_pinkr7_16.
1211 43.22
wav
Bigtips_white3_1
180 10.18
6.wav
Butter_
157 9.26
white11_16. wav

35.68

30.89

25.50

56.55

7.26

40.33

58.9

6.49

41.33
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speech signals for MCM-based noise estimation, both
are almost same.

4.2 Simulation Time
Simulation time shows the time taken by running of
simulation model. It is obtained through Simulink profiler
that is enabled before run of model. We have taken three
degraded speech signals which are different in SNR and
noises. Table 2 shows the average simulation time for different
speech file (Vega_pinkr7_16.Wav, Bigtips_ white3_1 6.wav,
Butter_w hite11_16.wav) and different simulation model
of speech enhancement techniques (SSMCM- Spectral
Subtraction using Modified Cascaded Median based noise
estimation, SSMM- Spectral Subtraction using Mean Median
based noise estimation). In Table 2, the average simulation
time (total time and also in time per frame) of MM-based
noise estimation Simulink model is lesser, as compare to
average simulation time of MCM-based noise estimation
Simulink model for each different speech file.

4.3 Waveforms
Figure 4(a) (b) (c) (d) shows the waveform of different
speech file- observed speech signal, speech signal,
enhanced speech signal by SSMCM (Spectral Subtraction
using Modified Cascaded Median based noise estimation) and enhanced speech signal by SSMM (Spectral
Subtraction using Mean Median based noise estimation),
respectively. From waveform, we can observed that the
waveform of enhanced speech signal by proposed method
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Figure 4. Waveform of. (a) Speech signal. (b) Noisy speech
signal. (c) Enhanced speech signal by SSMCM. (d) Enhanced
speech signal by SSMM.
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is more close to the waveform of clean speech signal as
compare to enhanced speech signal by SSMCM.

5. Conclusion
This paper has attained to new noise estimation made by
mean and median statistical tools. The performance of mean
median based noise estimation with different noisy speech
files for SpEAR database is investigated. Meanwhile the
result of proposed noise estimation is carried out in terms of
average simulation time and PESQ Score. Also comparison
results with modified cascaded median based noise estimation are presented. The mean median based noise estimation
method gives superior outcome in terms of simulation time
with same speech quality as compared to prior noise estimation method-Modified Cascaded Median based noise
estimation and it doesn’t need storage requirement.
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